e work in teams of three or four, starting at the back of the train (in Davis Square, Somerville), and working our way forward, car by car, as the Red Line heads South (towards Ashmont, Dorchester). We carry stacks of leaflets, stickers, bundles of Boston Occupier newspapers, clipboards tucked under our arms-a band of guerilla radical educator-agitators, the revolution underground, riding the rails. That's Boston Fare Strike Coalition. We're a group of T-riders who have come together to defend our public transportation system, against the politicians and the bankers who are out to wreck it. They Say Fare Hike. We Say Fare Strike! As I'm sure most of you already know: the MBTA and the Mass State Legislature recently raised the price of riding the T in our city. On July 1, they jacked up our fares by 23%, while cutting services. Making us all pay more for less. They raised fares on students and seniors by close to 50%, and on the disabled by over 100%, balancing the budget on the backs of the most vulnerable members of our community. We say this is wrong."
Boston Fare Strike (BFS) grew out of the organization known as Occupy MBTA, or "Occupy the T," an official working group of Occupy Boston (OB) formed shortly after the police destruction of OB"s encampment at Dewey Square, and in response to the Mass Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA)"s announcement in Jan. 2012, that to cover a projected $100+ million budget shortfall, they would be resorting to a mix of draconian service cuts and fare hikes. Occupy MBTAs" efforts included public outreach to T riders and other community organizations, as well as protest rallies and marches, street theater, and "mic checks" at MBTA hearings aimed at pressuring public officials, sharpening rider opposition, and shifting the public discourse around both the underlying causes and the Of course this organizational, strategic, and tactical shift called for a rhetorical shift when "riding the rails": we were no longer just trying to get riders to attend rallies and hearings, but to refuse to pay the raised fares themselves, in an act of civil disobedience: "We at Boston Fare Strike say this fare hike amounts to making you pay an additional TAX just to get to work. A TAX to get to school. A TAX to get to the doctors or to get groceries. It's a TAX on T riders, on poor and working people, at the same time the rich are making record profits and DODGING taxes like never before. It's a wage CUT when wages are already too LOW as it is. We at BFS say that this is wrong. And we won't go along with it. We say it"s right to resist this attack. It"s right to refuse to be From an educational standpoint, I see this second-half as key:
"The Big Lie here is that there 'isn't any money' so these cuts are 'necessary.' Don't believe it. These cuts aren't necessary. There's plenty of money. It's just in the hands of a few. The richest 1% of the population owns more wealth than the bottom 50% in our society. hear what they think as well. In fact a significant adjustment we have made in the course of our campaign has been to try and slow down the dash from car to car, to
give us a chance to really converse and connect with those who are most interested. We have much more work to do in this direction of deepening the conversation.
Once we have had a chance to leaflet and talk with those who are interested, we head out the doors and then back inside the next T car, holding the doors for one another, heading towards the front of the train, ready to create another fly-by guerilla radical classroom on the Red Line.
It is very much a work in progress, but it is an ongoing attempt to "Occupy the T," an attempt in Boston to bring the spirit of Occupy to the people, where they are at, to concretize the motto "We are the 99%" in ways that can contribute to stirring popular consciousness towards root- We have passed out thousands of newspapers and leaflets. Riding the rails has become one of the primary means through which our local occupy paper distributes thousands of free papers each month, one year after the police eviction of Dewey Square. Subways remain a place where people still actually do read print newspapers.
In a case of the form outstripping the content, even after the T-struggle has somewhat quieted here in Boston, at least until the next round of cuts, occupy activists continue to seek to transform mass transportation into both an occasion for and a site of radical popular education. We have learned that Occupying the T doesn"t have to be about T-specific issues; that public transportation is a potential space for radical education on other issues as well. Like many public spaces, it is a potential weak link in the capitalist system, (even as it is essential to that system"s functioning), a zone where the contradiction between socialized production and privatized This journal is published by the University Library System of the University of Pittsburgh as part of its D-Scribe Digital Publishing Program, and is cosponsored by the University of Pittsburgh Press.
